Hidden hinges make for
a more elegant design
Metallarte will be attending the Düsseldorf Caravan Salon with two innovative products for both the high-end and entry-level motorhome markets.
Words Andrea Cattaneo
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or Metallarte, leading producer of doors and
counters, baggage racks, external ladders and
finishing profiles, entry into the large Lippert
Components family marked a strong acceleration in
production and the opening of new commercial horizons. LCI’s doors division now produces around 2000
doors a day, distributed between their sites in the USA
and in Italy, specialising, within the Metallarte division, in the production of doors for motorhome living
compartments. Lippert Components offered the new
resources that the Italian firm required in order to
take a further step forward in the search for ever-increasing product quality. On the European market,
until recently, Metallarte was in the middle range, but
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with very high quality standards, but over the last few
months, a boost in resources and incentives from LCI
has allowed the brand to direct its production towards
high-end doors. Metallarte will be bringing two major new additions to showcase at the 2018 Caravan
Salon in Düsseldorf: an entry level door and a highend door with concealed two-point hinges. The new
entry-level thermoformed living compartment door
is characterised by a technologically simple design: a
single closing point combined with a modern, rounded, clean look. Metallarte’s strategy for this product
is clear: to enter the most economical range in style,
with a high quality product, but expressly dedicated
to the lowest price motorhome. However, it is the de-
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velopment of new concealed hinges that
will determine Metallarte doors’ quality
leap towards the high end of the market.
The design of the high-end door with concealed two-point hinges is totally new and
completely developed in Italy, based on the
miniaturisation of a particular type of hinge
used, until now, in industrial and commercial vehicles. On a functional level, the
hinge runs on a self-supporting rack system that keeps the movement inside. “We
designed the mortise on the panel of the
door or the locker instead of on the wall,
so that no reworking is required”, says Lorenzo Manni, Metallarte Sales Manager. In
terms of installation, if the panel is supplied
by Metallarte there will be no compatibility
issues, and if not, an extra pantograph is
required. The opening radius of the new
door has also led to an industry record
width of 177 degrees. The hinge also features customisations, such as the optional integrated door stop. “The advantage
generated by the installation of this door
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is not only aesthetic but also aerodynamic
and functional. Overall, the door creates a
clean, modern image, essential in view of
current sector stylistic trends. At the Caravan Salon 2018 we will also introduce
two brand new thermoformed products,
again intended for the medium-high product range”, adds Lorenzo Manni. The two
new thermoformed products are created to
meet the common need for doors with a
wider light. The new sizes, in fact, reach a
width of 700 mm, a feature that makes the
product appeal greatly, including on the
US market, where the size of the vehicles
and the demand for wide doors are greater
than in Europe, although this is something
that is changing on the Old Continent too.
The new additions also include a new door
designed for producer Laika for entry-level vehicles with centralised two-point lock
and a restyling of the thermoform that also
includes an integrated “trolley” dustbin. At
700 mm, this is now the largest door that
Metallarte produces.

Company Profile
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etallarte and RV Doors are Italian companies specialising in the
production of door and flaps for recreational vehicles. They are headed by
Lippert Components, the American RV
sector giant that entered Europe with
the acquisition of Project 2000 and Sessa Klein. After it was founded in 1996,
Metallarte began a journey of growth
in the caravanning sector, receiving
a further boost with the brand’s acquisition by Michele Checcucci, who
founded the Metallarte S.r.l. company in 2003. The strengths of the new
management soon became maximum
flexibility and speed in responding
to the needs of clients. In July 2017,
Metallarte and the RV Doors subsidiary
were acquired by Lippert Components.
Metallarte now supplies the biggest
European recreational vehicle manufacturers and some companies in Australia and New Zealand, while the entry to the American market was more
recent. It specialises in the production
of doors and flaps, but also racks, outside ladders, finishing profiles between

side panel and roof, overcab ladders,
sliding shower door guides, underbody storage bands and steel hinges.
It obtained UNI EN ISO 9001:2000 certification in 2005, then ISO 14001, which
establishes an environmental management standard, and OHSAS 18001, the
worker health and safety management
system. The production facilities are located in Tuscany and based around a
building of some thousands of metres
squared, with the surface of the roof
covered entirely in photovoltaic panels. The company has a staff of about
thirty. RV Doors, headquartered in
Veneto, was founded with the precise
aim of extending Metallarte’s sphere
of operations, while taking on board
the twenty-year experience of Gi
Emme Evo acquired in 2015. RV Doors’
specialisation concerns motorhome
cab doors, a complex product, not easy
to make, for which the know-how of
Gi Emme Evo (which had thirty years of
experience in the sector, appropriate
machinery and highly qualified workers) has been fully exploited.
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